Why calculate crystal energy landscapes?
to test our understanding of the factors that control crystallisation to design new molecular materials to help solve crystal structures from (unindexable) PXRD as a complement to polymorph screening and "Quality by Design" crystallisation processes
The CCDC blind test for predicting THE crystal structure Correct 4/13 4/12 3/11 2/9 in top 3
Advanced models for energies can predict these (Z'≤1) single crystal structures as global minimum in lattice energy! Problem of crystal structure prediction solved???
For some organic molecules which grew suitable crystals for single-crystal X-ray diffraction where the first crystal structure was of the most stable polymorph (between exptal growth temperature & 0 K) and was within limits of molecule size, flexibility and crystal structure type (Z'≤1, common space groups) allowed in the test Great progress for design of new materials avoid synthesis of molecule with wrong crystalline properties Not so relevant for molecules with challenging crystallisation behaviour Also showed that the more extensive search methods were sufficient for Z'=1 Aspirin -an ongoing headache? Also consistent with stacking faults, "polymorphic domains"
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